


AT THE ESFA
FUTURE
IS OUT

FLUSHING, N. Y., Fobi 21, (CNS) - The 
first issue of Columbia’s new stf maga
zine came out today, and very much sur
prized us by being marked Vole 1 - No. 
1. Vo had expected that tlx magazine 
would follow the numbering of the pre- 
war SCIENCE FICTION STORIES (last pub- 
lishcd in 1943). This new-magazine is 
not bad at all. The cover is fair with 
a typical Bergey. The stories arc a- 
bovc avcragc0 The interior .illustra
tions by Murphy arc very good, those by 
the other artist are vciy bad.

The biggest thing about the mag 
is that it is priced at only 15^. In 
these days of 25^-35$ stf mags, this is 
welcomed news* The magazine should go 
far. 7c wish it docs and tho marked 
Vol. 1 - No, 1, in our mind, it will 
always be the magazine Homig started 
in 1939 c, Good luck.-jvt

BRITISH FANDOM TO HOLD 
"WORLD" CONVENT ION IN 1951

BY Ted Carnell

London is to organize a “World” 
Science Fiction Convention in 1951 in 
conduction with the Festival of Brltian 
that year* Fans from both Sweden and 
France arc already expected to attend, 
and I recently received news th?/t 
Sprague do Camp and his wife will be 
visiting London that year, which as
sures us of at least two American’visi
tors^ Jo v/ould liko to have mere. Tho 
BIS have planned a stand at tho Festi
val, which is along scientific and on— 
gingering lincsP

SUPPORT THE N0H7RSCQN

GERNSBACH
NEUARk, iieJo,Feb. 26, (CxTS) — The jii&st
em Science Fiction Association ann
ounced today that Hugo Gernsback, the 
father of pulp scicnce-fiction will be 
the feature speaker at their regular 
March meeting, held on March 5, 1950. 
This will be the first time that the 
founder, and former editor and publish
er of Amazing Stories and Wonder Stor
ies, has ever appeared at a science- 
fiction group•

Other speakers at this meeting 
will be Willy Ley9 L, Ron Hubbard, Sam 
Merwin* Jr., (present editor of Thrill- 
Adu 7oitdeH Startling, Fantastic Story 
Quart erly and Wonder Story Annual), and 
L. Jerome Stanton, ex-associate editor 
of Astounding

Persons interested i n the Esfa 
shoul d c ont ac t Di rec t o r S am lio skowi t z , 
12’7 Shephard Aye., Newark, N,JU-jyt 
DAY NEW HEAD OF NORWESCON
PORTLAND, Ore., Feb. 27, (CHS) - At a 
joint meeting of the Norwescon Committ
ee and the Portland Science Fantasy So- 
cicty? Don Bs Day was appointed the 
new chairman o f the Norwescon (8th 
World Science Fiction Convention) to 
replace Jack de Courcy, who resigned 
because he is moving to California.

Dun Day has appointed James V. 
Taurasi, of x?antasy-Tmes, Eastern Rep
resentative for the Norwescon, the same 
job he had last year for the Cinvcn- 
tioi.

The membership cards, a super-sup
er job, your name glows- in the dark9thc 
best wc^vc ever seen, wore mailed out 
last weokp plus numerous stickers and a 
voryr very silly “report”.. This i5^o- 
port^j, I’m afraid, doesn’t do the Nor- 
wcscon much good. Jo expect the ma
terial sent out by the Norwcscon to be 
serious <>

It only takes a buck to become a 
member of the Norvcscon Comnittoo and 
you’-?. bo doing your part to make the 
8th annual stf convention a groat suc
cess 7 Send the $1 to Norwcscon, Box 
8517« Portland Oregon,4a
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PALMER O PUBLISH
SCIENCE - FICTION ' PULP

IMAGINATION COMING OUT SOON

by Arthur Jean Cox

LOS ANGELES, Feb, 16 (CNS) - It was an
nounced today that a caapanion magazine 
to Clark’s (Ray Palmer’s publishing 
company) Other Worlds would be issued 
in the near future. Title of the maga
zine is Imagination — suggested to the 
editor by the title of the old Los Ang
eles Science Fantasy Society*s magazine 
of the same name.

Not much is known of the magazine 
at this date but it is suspected that 
it will be similar in format to Other 
Worlds and Fate, Cover of the first 
issue will feature a story by Kris 
Neville,________________________________

THINGS ARE LOOKING-UP
DESTINATION MOON COVER FOR ASTOUNDING

by Forrest J Ackerman

LOS ANGELES, Feb, 22 (Special to F-T) 
(CNS) - A technicolor still, from DESTIN

ATION MOON will constitute the cover of 
a forthcoming Astounding Science Fic
tion ‘— and Heinlein will do a fiction
ized'version of the film for the in
side! A new rocket-to-the-moon film 
began production today (Washington’s 
Birthday) and I will probably be cover- 

(continued on nage 4)
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pro-fanquet fetes
JEAN COX

by Weaver Wright

Thirty-seven fangelenos turned out 
on Saturday evening, 18 Feb 50, to 
toast Arthur Jean Cox, F ant as y-T imes1 
West Coast reporter, as the LASFS fan 
most successful in ’49 in his profes
sional efforts. His 3000 word article, 
’’Linguistics and Time”, will soon b e 
published by Campbell, and it was re
vealed at the banquet that he has 
crashed the new prestige market, MAGA
ZINE OF FSY & SF, with ’’The Twilight 
Planet”, Boucher & McComas are also 
excited over his latest submission, 
’’The Question”,

Walter Daugherty chairmanned the 
After Dinner speeches, introducing such 
local pro’s present as AE van Vogt, 
Kris Neville, E, Mayne Hull, Lo Major 
Reynolds, Henderson Stark, RSRichardson 
and Philip Latham® Latham spoke on the 
singular joy that comes at the time of 
one’s first acceptance,and on some of- 
the interesting reactions to his ’’Aph
rodite Project”; van Vogt had a few 
cautionary words to say about the char
acter of the LASFS and hen? professional 
successes should not overshadow its 
fannish raison detre,

Forrest Ackerman, a fan who in be
tween fanning seems to find a little



time for agenting, had several 'an- ? 
nounceraents of interest to make to the J 
group* He revealed that L. Major Hey- 
nolds would have ’’Flood” in a future 
Magazine of Fant asy r. that • T B» Eve ret t . 
Evans and A3 van Vogt would be Present 
in the first issue ttf IMAGINATICK with 
uLlttle Miss Ignorance” and ’’-Automaton” 
respectively, and that Kris Neville a 
will cop the cover of the first- issue; 
that ’‘Operation Almost” by Evans and 
’’Dear Pen Pal” by -van Vogt have been 
bought for OUT OF'THIS 7O2LD ADVENTURE _ 
and that Jack Erman , will be In futui’e . 
issues of OTHER WORLDS and AMAZING STO^-
RIES* y ” ’

En Everett Evans, who won the hon
or banquet last year, toaited the in
coming winner ? agter which Cox made a 
highly amusing speech consisting of 
several different ’versions of hew he 
became an author* Text of his talk- 1 
will bo published in full in a future 
issue of Shangri;■ A* the alub organ*

THINGS ARE. LOOKING---- UP - • 
(continued from page 3)*

ing it for Other Worlds* However, F-T 
readers may count on some choice advan-

Titi 3 ig- NONE COME BACK*

OUR FABULOUS' BRADBURY , '
"I think you.aro going to have to 

inaugurate a Special department-just 
for Keeping Up with Bradbury*" Forry 
Ackerman tells uno ’ has • just phoned 
mo of his sale to Ocllior’c of a sci- 
eroo fiction story called ’The Fox in 
the Forest'0 HYli have two tales in 
THE IECT oj' SCIENCE RICTI® 1950* H e 
will be represented in a Swedish sitf*an- 
trX.ngy with ’The Earth Mens0 Ln Jan- 
uar.y he made 13 sales to the tune (j f 

_____________ ' ’ ’ ••

If this issue is stampted "Subscription 
Has Expired", please resubscribe a s 
sson as possible, as we print to our 
mailing list and you may miss a copy.

-the editor

’l" --------- - - .. . . „

.!%e Cosmic Jtepo r t e r
El by Arthur Jean'Coz: ' k-

A. E. van Vogt’s ' "War of Nerves” 
7in the.^-May 'Other'Worlds is-one of his 

.’"Black-JQestroyer Series”, which will be 
^published- in book form in the near-fut
ure by Simon and Schuster-as "The Voy
age of the Space’Ship Beagle" ;pt least,, 
it’s, one version of the one which will 
b.e .printed in book form* Actually, ."—t,- 
The—Beagle” is a novel rather than a 
series of short stories* •' ’
// The first ten thousand words of 

"The Wizard of Linn" by AEvV were sub
mitted previously, to Campbell as a nov
elette; ASF’s editor considered it- 
Wisest to run together.

Murray Leinster’s "First Contact” 
in radio script form was read before 
the Los Angeles Science Fantasy Society 
February 16thj Sorry it ' did not meet 

* ’ with the 'game high" approval as William
son’s "With Folded Hands", but this.W^s 
largely bccause pf .minor elements;e.g»4 
the alien .ship, was "shaped like a 
saucor"',' etc® And? "Turn five degrees 
north" — this in intergalactic space.* 

.The March issue of Coronet con* 
tains a. 24 page layout of Chesley Bono-
stell,. entitled "Mr* Smith Goes to Ven— 
us"o YAH original paintings -— bo^u- 
t iful j : -J J -

•' Coronet will publish Ray Bradbury’s 
r story "Mars is Heaven”; it was learned 

recently that the same will be publish
ed in Esquire —- leaking six‘ times the 
story has been: sold.: . First, to Planet, 
then it'was included in two anthologies 4. 
(one Of them ”The Best Science Fiction 

■of 19491?, then to . CBS — it will be 
broadcast .back."eastand new to those
two magazines..

,Here is a partial list of Brad
bury’s recent sales: 
Mars is Heaven^ . CBS
Mars is Heaven r ■ Esquire
Mars is Heaven Corqnct,
The Fox in the Wood Colliers
(3 part serial) Colliers
The Veldt Satev^po^i

(continued on page 24}
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• ^UGO SeRNSBACK
BY DAVID H. KELLER M. D.
N the spring of 1926 a new maga- 

. zine appeared on the news stands 
of New York, This was Vol. 1 - 
Noe 1 . o f AMAZING STORIES, the 

Magazine Of Scientifiction. It was
described in two short but vitally im
portant sentences; Extravagent Fiction 
Of Today —— Cold Fact Tomorrow, The 
editor was Hugo Gemsback and the man
aging editor Dr. T. O’Conor Slaone,

At that time Gemsback was by no 
means unknown in the magazine field . 
He was publishing SCIENCE AND INVEN
TION, RADIO NEVS*, RADIO REVI2V and 
RADIO INTERNATIONAL. For some years 
lie had included an occasional science
fiction story** in his other magazines 
and now, decided that there was suf
ficient interest in such fiction to 
justify a magazine devoted .entirely to 
this fom of literature.

The first number showed that 
Gemsback concidered Jules Verne, H, 
G. Veils, Edgar Poe and George Allen 
England were representative of the 
best of science-fiction writers- For 
a few numbers the magazine contained 
little but reprints of these authors* 
However it was not long before works 
of new authors were printed and Bob 
Olson, Dr*, Milos J. Brcrcr, Captain S. 
P. Meek, Stanton A. Coblentz and David 
H. Keller, M. D. appeared in competi
tion with Verne, Veils and Poo.

Late in 1927 Gemsback issued the 
first number of AMAZING STORIES QUAR - 
TERLY, which followed closely the ed
itorial policy set for AMAZING STORIES 
Later he published SCIENCE WONDER ST
ORIES, AIR 'YONDER STORIES***, AMAZING 
DETECTIVE TALES and ’YONDER STORIES.

In those magazines Gemsback in
troduced science-fiction to the youth

*Still "being published today.

**Usually illustrated by Frank R.Paul.

WHEN wo decided to celebrate our 
100th issue of FANTASY-TIMES with a 
special issue, wo could think of no 
one better suited for a load article, 
than the father of the science-fiction 
magazines, HUGO GERNSBACK. To write 
such an article there is no one better 
informed than Col. David H. Koller, 
The two always go together in our mind. 
Gemsback introduced Koller to the 
readers of scientifiction and Keller 
did more than his share in making 
those Gemsback magazines a success. 
Our thanks to both those gentlemen for 
making it possible to have scientific- 
tion fandom today. -cd 

of America. Ho encouraged the readers 
to write letters for publication, to 
organize science-fiction societies,and 
to express their desires for more st
ories by their favorite authors in 
future issues. He offered substantial 
prizes for the best science letters. 
In addition he encouraged young au
thors and helped than find new plots 
and novel forms of developments While 
he constantly kept in mind that many 
of his readers had what he called,’’The 
twelve year old mind” ho stressed this 
mildly to his authors and felt that 
while a story should be written simply 
it should carry an effort to educate 
the average reader.

His relation to authors was in 
the main pleasant. If he liked a st
ory he bought it and published it as 
written, making few editorial changes 
in their manuscripts except to correct

***AIR 'YONDER and SCIENCE VQNDER wore 
combined after one year, and bo- 
camc VQNDER STORIES which is still 
being published today as THRILLING 
WONDER STORIES.



scientific inaccuracies, In this he 
was able aided by Dr, Sloane who had 
the rauMl combination of brilliant- 
scientific mind and charming personal
ity,

From the first he realized that 
the illustration of the talcs was im
portant, Covers and test were illus
trated, often by Paul, Looking over 
the early issues of these magazines it 
is interesting to sec how science was 
stressed and sex neglected. The sex 
appeal was a facet of scicnco-fiction 
literature largely missing both in 
text and illustration of the early 
Gernsbach magazines,

AMAZING STORIES was a succoss- 
from tire first. Shortly after its 
appearance Gernsbach was offered a 
million dollars f o r his four maga
zines, While this offer was made in 
the lush days of publication it shows 
the hold such literature had on the 
public,

VThcn I first mot Gomsback in Here/ 
York he impressed me as a polished 
cosmopolitan rather than the usual 
chauvanistic American, Tall, brunette, 
cnergcticyhc seemed, in spite of quiet 
mannerisms, to have a boundloss resa- 
voir of energy to be used'in editorial 
or financial emergencies, He always 
took home with him a brief case filled 
with manuscripts which he read in bed 
between tlie hours of 11 PM and. 2 All, 
He rarely allowed social engagements 
to interfere with his editorial w’ork,

Gernsbach was a better conversa
tionalist than a correspondent. His 
mind was constantly active in the for
mation of new plots. If he had de
voted his entire time to writing in
stead of publishing he might have be
come a noted author, I recall many 
conversations with him in automobile, 
office and home and those always gave 
me now ideas for future stories. Once, 
while driving with him, he told mo of 
the annoyance caused by poor clerical 
help and after that" talk I wrote '’St
enographer’s Hands ”, H o frequently 
expressed the thought that cities like 
New York would die simply because of 
overgrowth----- a s the gigantic pre

historic animals had, and I used his 
thought in tales like Mfhe White City*; 
He introduced me to Matcrlink and sug
gested that I incorporate the science 
of insects i n future stories which 
suggestion I followed in ’’The Human 
Termites1’ and ’’The Solitary Hunters”,

Ho was a genial host', in his mo
ments of relaxation, told interesting 
talcs of his boyhood in Huropce At 
the age of fourteen he wired a convent 
in Luxemburg, his homo city, so the 
Mother Superior could ring for her 
subordinates when she desired their 
presence. This convent was closed to 
men and it was necessary to secure 
Papal Dispensation to enter and in
stall the electrical system,

While Gemsback was always hunt
ing for now authors* ana* 'finding them, 
continued to use their work, ho was 
never sanguine o f their sustained 
ability to write well. Ho told mo 
that he felt most writers had only one 
good story and, once that was written, 
could write nothing more that was 
worth while. V/hcn, after accepting my 
’’Revolt Of The Pedestrians”, h c ex
plained that he felt that I would nev
er write another story, ’but sent mo a 
contract for twulovo more Just to make 
certain that, if I did write more, I 
would not be able to sell to other 
magazines, There is every reason to 
believe that he was as much surprised 
as I was to find that I was an except 
tion to his rule of onc-story—authors,

Nover content with what he was 
doing and constantly feeling the de
sire to invade now fields of publifF*- 
tion Gemsback decided to present med
icine in a popular form that could be 
understood by the average man. This 
lead to his publishing YOUR BODY, POP
ULAR MEDICINE, SEXOLOGY and THE SICTiI 
IDUCATIGil J5KRILS, In these he contin
ued his former policy of encouraging 
the readers to write letters suggest
ing new subjects and ask for informa
tion, Those letters, many of which 
wore published? became an important 
part of tile magazines*

It is certain that, had it boon 
possible for him t^ d: so, Oer.-zl'-ck
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would have preferred to continue as a 
science-fiction publisher. Had he con
tinued with AMAZING STORIES he would 
have made it as much of a success, ov
er the years,as Farnsworth Wright made 
of WEIRD CALES, Unfortunately compe
tition forced him to abandon science
fiction and when he did this,the world 
lost the service of a genius in this, 
type of publication. He blazed the 
trail which later publishers followed 
to tlie gold-fields of success. But, 
as long as science-fiction is read, 
the student o f such literature can 
never forget the man who first intro
duced it to America,

The End

Editorial note: Hugo Gernsbach i s 
still editing and publishing today. 
His two magazines, leaders in their 
fields, are RADIO ELECTRONICS (former
ly RADIO CRAFT) and SEXOLOGY.

MY MAG ONE
YEAR FROM
NOW
BY RAY PALMER

/ a\ NY editor who can tell you what 
/ / \\ his mag will be one year from now

\ just isn’t a good editorl He’s in 
a rut,if he can foresee what it’ll 

be like. He’s already hackneyed, and 
ought to go back to ditch-digging. I 
don’t know what CTH?1R WORLDS will be 
like I

However, I can give you a few 
ideas I’ve got cooking around in my 
skull, and you may be able to deduce 
the probable course of the magazine, 
and even predict its status in a year.

First, I tried to egress myself
- 7 

clearly at the ’’Cinvention”. I said 
I’d give the readers the magazine they 
asked for — and asked them to asg me 
for something they felt they’d like to 
see in OCHER WORLDS. A lot of you have 
asked me for things. I’ve given you 
every one of them, I might list a few: 
1, Trimmed edges (maybe not important, 
but makes the magazine easy to handle, 
and being unable to turn the next page 
without a lot of fumbling around always 
annoyed me.) 2. A size easy to handle, 
yet sacrificing no part of the content, 
OTHER ’7ORLDS’ content is exactly that



of any other larger-sized stf mag of 
the same number of pages (160)* 30 
Better stories^ By better, you meant 
in regard, to writing, treatment, plot
ting etc* and especially, better edit
ing* . Better editing meant (to me) do
ing what I wanted to do with the view
point of a fan and reader, and not with 
the viewpoint of whether or not my boss 
would like i t* Actually, that 
hasn’t changed?• except for bosses --- 
the reader is now the boss, and I try 
t o select stories ”he" will like*. I 
cater to him® 4? The best authors ob- 
tainableo Up to now we’ve obtained 
quite a few, such as van Vogt, Brad- 
burys Hasse, Stuart Byrne, Raymond 
Jones, Eric Frank Russell, 7111iam Fo 
Tempi ey John Beynon, and (quite modest
ly) myself* (If you didn’t like ’’Door
way to Hell”? ’’The Vengeance of Martin 
Brand’d, ’’The Test Tube Girl”, etc© 
than I’m ho goodh .You must admit 
that-s not bad for three months in 
business (at this writing - Dec* 14)3 
\7e’ll get every good writer, provided 
he writes a story* ’.7e’ve paid better 
rates than AMAZING ever paid, or maybe 
ASTOUNDING^ to get some of them* Ask 
Forrie Ackerman about that — he’s the 
agent who gate some of them for us* 
Forrie i s working .with us in a way 
that would lift your eyebrows, if you 
think we ever had bad blood between 
us, 5® Little things like putting the 
name of the artist at the bottom of 
each illustration so that you know who 
did it| putting the number of words in 
each story or the contents page? re
instating the practice of a "personals” 
column; fan news column; a sensible 
re:. de rs ’ c olumn ; carefully selected 
fillers; readable type* 6* We’ve gone 
out and either gotten or arranged to 
get^ such artists as Paul, Bok, Jones, 
Finlay'.^ Smithy Krupa, Kohn, McCauley’<? 
Brundage 3 \7e2ve made it a policy 

*-tc give fan artists a breakc Ue’ll 
have fan art ,in every' issue — and 
it's good art, too$ 8C 7e’ve'given 
fan writers evory possible'break® Take 
E» E, Evans for instance® 7e bought 
that story, and did a lot of writing 
on it to show Evans what he could do 
to become a more frequently selling

Back in the early 1950s, when 
many of us didn’t know science-fiction 
existed, Ray Palmer was publishing fan 
mags with such fans as Mort Weisinger, 
Julius' Schwartz and the then stf movie 
expert, Forrest J Ackerman< T heir 
fan mag, FANTASY MAGAZINE* is always 
used as a guage to measure all the o- 

( ther fan mags by® HjAUh those days 
in the early 1930s, Ray became an stf 
author and then in 1953 took cv^r the 
oldest professional mag of stf AMAZING 
STORIESc For 11 years he edited this- 
pro mag and only a few months ago re
signed and became a publisher in his 
own right®Today he edits OTHER VZCRLDSj 
which is really beginning to climb the 
stairs to success□ The fans have al
ways found Ray, willing to cooperate 
with them® It is a pleasure to have 
him here celebrating our 100th issue 
with us 3 -ed

author® 9* Ue threw out the silly i- 
doa of not mentioning competitors® 
Even if the competitor sells an extra 
copy3 we’ll notify you if we think 
they have s, good yam coming up3 Let’s 
seo the other boys grow up* too8 The 
fans arc grown upl and it • s t ime the 

■publishers realized it’s the fan’s 
quarter they’re after* (In our case 
it’s 35y' we’re after, and for a darn 
good reason^ Think we’re trying to 
milk you out of an extra dime? Hock 
no£ Wait’ll you see what we do with 
that dime5 Ue211 pay rates authors 
never heard of beforo® We’ll add to 
the magazine everything we can* to 
make it tops® Take* for instance, 
back cover paintings? Remember the 
feature AMAZING ditched because it 
cost too much? and ads paid revenue? 
Exactly, it cost too muchc So’,, we 
think the fans will be willing to pay 
a dime more to get what they really 
want* I’d pay a dime more for a maga
zine that could afford to give mo what 
I wanted® More pages? Sure? as soon 
as that dime grows® It grows ovary 
time wo got a new reader* In plain 
unvarnished words’, we’re going to turn 
that dime right back to you* It isn’t
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so we can make more money. Vo don’t 
‘care if we don’t make a dime, other 
than our salary. Vo are putting out 
this mag because we are fans, and love 
science-fiction,’ and we’ve sat around 
twelve years eating our hearts out be
cause wo didn’t dare do it the way we 
thought it should bo done, for fear of 
being dumped out in the. street with 
the remark: ’’your blue ink is droop
ing”. Besides, what’s the sense in 
making a million dollars, just to pay 
it out in taxes. Ve prefer to polish 
up the product, not the office. To 
heck with the carpets on the floor,and 
the panels on the walls,and the leath
er on the scats. We’ve been accused 
by the fans for twelve years of”ftaking 
money” and with truth. But not for 
ourselves. People who don’t even know' 
what scicncc-fiction is got the profit. 
And the fans got a sales talk, and 
little else. There was no trying new 
things, as soon as the old paid off. 
Don’t dare change a thing,‘so long as 
the profits stay up there. Maybe if 
we tried . a now type of story, we’d 
guess wrong, and down sales would 

tumble ■— and after all, sales are the 
thing, aren’t it? (How’s that for 
grammar — you’d, have to correct it, 
because an editor wasn’t suppose to 
pal around with his readers or even 
crack a Joko.) Don’t get the idea 
we’re griping. A publisher’s magazine 
is his property,and you have no right* 
as his employee, to meddle with it, 
even if you think #ou’vo got a hot 
idea. But now, the magazine is our 
property, and wo intend to do with it 
what we want. I f you don’t bcli'^ 
us, drop around to out office^ and 
talk to Bea Mahaffey, who is a Cincy 
fan wo hired to help us make fools out 
of ourselves for the sake of the read
ers. She’s a smart girl, and she’s a 
fan,and she knows what pleases her and 
other fans. You can thank her for st
ories like ’’Dear Devil” by Eric Frank 
Russell, and "Mahaffey’s Mystez$'; by 
Frank Fatton.)

What’s OTHER WORLDS going to be 
one year from now?

That’s easy. It’s going to be 
your 'magazine. And mine. And Bea’s.
 The End

BY THOMAS S. GARDNER

Thomas S. Gardner lias been an 
active fan and author from the early 
days of fandom. He has had stories 
reprinted in Startling Stories* "Hall 
Of Fame”, in England’s Tales of Ven
der and in 1949, his first story, "The 
Last Woman" was reprinted in an an
thology, He is probably better known 
in the field of science than in scien
ce-fiction. He started working with 
us back in the days of Fantasy^cws» 
During the war he served as "domestic 
editor" on the staff of the "Continen
tal Edit ion” of Fantasy-Times that was 
published in France. Ho became scien
ce editor of Fantasy-Times with the 

October 6th, 1946 issue; a position lie 
still holds today. His ”19— In Sci
ence’Fiction”, an annual review of pro 
mags has become a tradition of fandom.

-cd

T gives me a great deal of plea
sure to write a short article com- 
memo rating the one hundred issue 
of Fontasy-Times. There is no one

i n the fan world ;;ho has been more 
perserving, and infallible than James
V. Taurasic When 
years of editing 
Fantasy-^T ows * and 
* Founded June 26,

one c ons i de rs t he 
and mimeographing 

Fant asy-T Imo s oheis 
1938 by Taurasi.



amazed at the terrific intensity of 
purpose and interest maintained by JTi 
If any one ever deserved a medal for 
fan news it is he#

'.Then I look at Vol# 1 - No# 1 o f 
Fantasy-Times # dated September 1941, I 
am appalled at the changes in the 
world# The first issue headlines that 
Tremaine quits as editor of Comet# and 
that Norton became the new editor of 
Astonishing and Super Science# The a- 
mazing thing is that Fred Pohl left 
the editorial chair, but' is today ’do
ing a regular book review column for 
Sumer Science,, Another nCws item was 
that Stripping Science Stories and 
Cosmic Stories were suspended for the 
Summer The last issue of Cosmic Sci- 
ence Fiction is dated July 1941, and 
the last issue of Stirring Science 
Stories., liar ch 1942# This is in line 
with the last issue of Super Science, 
May 1943s and Astonishing, April 1943* 
The shortage of paper had begun to 
take their toll J The war was in full 
swing by the end of these publications 
To go back a bit, the last issue of 
Comu.t is al so .. July 1941# To-date only 
St&er Science has been revived J I am 
more and more amazed at no attempt to 
revive the older titlesJ

T h e world has moved swiftly# 
Rocketry from a crack-pot fringe of 
enthusiasts has become one of the most 
outstanding engineering fields in the 
world with hundreds of * millions of 
dollars being spent on research and 
development each year and Nuclear 
physics from a laboratory curiosity to 
the most powerful source of energy ex
istent on a firm scientific and engin
eering basis with simply oodles of 
money being used for its growth# Gen
eral Semantics which had piddled along 
for years suddenly bloomed as the out
standing methodology of the Century in 
strong competition with symbolic logic 
and mathematics, but in the broader 
fields inclusive of the two other raen- 
tai disciplinesThe... new science of 
Cybernetics was born and the science- 
fiction plot of the mechanical brain 
became a looming reality with such 
outstanding man as Bush calmly dis
cussing it as a future probability# 

Antibiotics grew from a lab# agar 
plate to the most amazing and powerful 
tool ever discovered for fighting gram 
negative and gram positive bacteria# 
some viruses, the ricketssia, and even 
the amoebic infections# The sulfa 
field also expanded. The science of 
gerontology began to develop and the 
new science of gcrontotherapcutics was 
born# Hope was offered for a doubled 
human, healthy life span was advanced 
on sound and fundamental scientific 
work# Jot propulsion became common
place# At the time of the first issue 
of Fantasy-Timps what did the word jet 
propulsion oven moan to all but about 
a hundred people in the world? The 
periodic table was extended with arti
ficial elements# Microwaves became 
practical with the VT or proximity 
fuse and radar# Radar waves wore 
bounced off the moon, and the U# S# 
government announced plans for a space 
satellite for the earth!

I n no time in all hunjan history 
has seicheo-fiction become fact as 
such a rate# Ono could go on for pag
es and not exhaust the developments in 
all fields of human endeavor except in 
government and international relations# 
7/hy? Is it because that government and 
international .relationships is the on
ly known fields that do not require 
their mon to be intelligent, educated, 
trained, nor even more than slightly 
motile? In any other field the man or 
woman working must have some qualifi
cations# The pinheads have even cried 
that education has failed’due to the 
political bungles evident# Why not- 
stop to think that before education 
can fail it must first be tried!

In 1941 Astounding, led the field# 
Today it still leads the field# Starts 
ling and Thrilling Vender wore rather 
poor in 1941, but today under San Mei?— 
win they are approaching Campbellss 
efforts in Astounding# Very litti e 
change has occurred in the standings 
of Fantastic Novels t: Fpmous_ Fantastic 
Mysteries# Amq-zin^ Stories# Flfthei 
ories# ’ or Fantast ic Adventuroso VA^y? 
Simple# Each magazine fulfills a need 
for its type of storiesc As long as 
there is so little c canpet it ion in each

r
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Dear Header:

Ue are interested at this time in obtaining your preferences 
of material which has appeared in FANTA SY-TI&GS# Ue would like to 
know which -types of hews are of the greatest service to most of 
our readers, and which regular FANTASY-TIDES features please you 
best. Therefore, please check off in the space below your opinion 
of our regular features and the various fields of news we cover.

TyP® Of news yes

; g 
]

I ? 
1

co
i ° 

1

no Regular Features yes so-so no

Books Cosmic Reporter
---------- H

Pro hags Other Side Of Pond

Fan News

Novies, Radio 
& Television

-— —— — — • ~ —— -

Fantasy Films, Radio
— & Television

Fantasy Forecasts
- • - - - ——

Foreign Book Notos

Personalities
..........-------

State Of Random

Cover Illustration
'• • - - — — • —



bracket there is very little incentive 
to change either for the better o£ the 
worse*

It would, have been nice for the 
companion news sheet, Fantasy^Tows, to 
have been able to keep up publication 
schedules, along with Fa^a^-Times* 
However the success of Fantas.v 1̂ imos 
is due to aiming at a goal that can be 
achieved, ' Sykora aimed so high that 

one man and his family simply could 
not achieve his goal® Consequently we 
can only mourn for Fantasy- ^'ews , mean* 
while enjoy and appreciate the top 
science-fiction news sheet in the 
world, Fantasy-Times, Long may i t 
continue to be tops, and I personally 
feel sure that as long as Taurasi runs 
it, it will.

The End

World Of Tomorrow Today
BY F. ORLIN TREMAINE

HE world today is living in the 
pre-dawn of a tomorrow for which 
the trails were opened by Pioneers, 
In the trail of the pioneers come

the first settlers, bold meh who are 
not afraid of new frontiers. Each of 
these men has. to be strong in his own 
right for he has to lay his own indi
vidual foundation for sustenance, shel
ter, a’n d protection against unknown 
dangers, H e must provide his own in
genious methods of transport.

Following these . early settlers 
come the multitudes who wait until all 
has been made safe, the dangers miti
gated, the natural hazards conquered, 

This plan of development holds true 
in every phase of life, whether we dis
cuss new lands, the air, the universe, 
or literature.

It is fitting that Fant asy-Times 
should celebrate its centennial issue 
at this particular moment when science 
is achieving much of what was foreseen 
as fact, in’science-fiction a decade and 
a half ago$

Hugo G-ernsback was undoubtedly the 
pionccr^xplorer in the modern, popular 
field of science-fiction, A few of us 
may lay claim to being among the s_eVt>; 
1crso I believe we can safely call the 
years .1933-37 the first golden age of 
science--fiction, I t came alive i n 
these years and laid a foundation for 
much o f its present popularity as .a 
story medium, But, more important,' the
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Ur, Tremaine i-s well-known as the ex- 
editor of Astounding, The man who took 
over Astour, ding after the Clayton 
smash-up and built it up from the last 
of the field to the number-one mag of 
science-fiction, H e drove the other 
two magazines to the wall. They never 
recovered, and sold out to other compan
ies. . Once Ur, Tremaine made Astouhding 
top-mag it never lost that position, He 
proved he could do it again when he be
came editor of Comet, With a poor pay
ing company, a bi-monthly magazine,poor 
paper, etc., etc., he proved in five 
issues that he was' the editor of the 
science—fiction field, Had the maga
zine lasted longer than five issues, 
Astounding would have had to fight for 
it’s very life,. It is an honor to have 
such a man as Mr0 Tremaine with us 
celebrating our 100th issue* -cd 

individual enthusiasm of its supporting 
fans has not lessened, I have had rea
son to be proud of the large number of 
young men whose interest has been main
tained while they . became substantial 
citizens, moving into the current of 
modern life without confusion because 
they knew what was coming in the scien
tific fields '

Science—fict ion has enabled many 
of us, who have followed it through the 

(continued on page 15)



:^BY ALVIN R. BROWN
n the p a S't four years 
since the war, science fiction 

J and fantasy have enjoyed a boom 
the end of which is not yet in 
sight. A wealth of material has 
appeared between boards and a 
rash of nevi magazines has hit the 
stands. The situation is some
what analagous to that of the 
halcyon days from 1939 to the 
middle of 1943 when at one time, 
twenty-three different magazines 
were on the stands. It was also 
at this time that ..rkham House 
began publishing, the forerunner 
of the’ hard cover boom. This 
boom period lasted for about four 
and a half years before being re
grettably brought to a swift de
mise by the shortages imposed by 
the war,

Ue are again in the midst of 
a boom, only more so. New maga
zines have appeared and will con
tinue to appear, while the older 
magazines are becoming more mat
ure and more firmly entrenched. 
In the book field, many small 
publishing houses have appeared, 
reprinting in the main old pulp 
classics. To top it all off,'
major book publishing houses have 
begun to publish science fiction 
with some regularity, and the 
promise for the future is for 
more and more science fiction to 
appear between boards.

The magazine field can be 
broken up in the following man
ner*?  those twenty years old or 
more, including "Amazing Stories1; 
” Astounding Science Fiction ”, 
“Thrilling Wonder Stories- and 
“Weird Tales"; those ten years 

* Only magazines being published 
at the time of writing are includ
ed.

** This classification is arbit
rary, and includes magazines dis
continued before and during the 
war and recently revived.

old or more; including '"'Fantastic 
Adventures”, “Startling Stories”, 
“Planet Stories” and “Famous Fan
tastic Mysteries”; those five 
years old or more, including “Sup
er Science Stories",and "Fantast
ic Novels” **;  and those under 
five years old, including “A; 
Merritt 1 s Fantasy Magazine”, 
"Avon Fantasy Reader". '"'Other 
Worlds” and "’Magazine Of FantasyV

I have broken up the maga
zine field for the purpose of pre
diction and 'discussion. By way 
of prediction, in the twenty-year 
grouping, I feel safe in saying 
that AS, WT and TUS will continue 
to be with us. However, in the 
case of aSF, I can’t make any de
cent prediction. Street &.Smith 
has dropped' all their other pulps 
and aSF doesn’t have a terrific 
circulation. Perhaps in »the fut
ure, another publisher will take 
this magazine over, but I believe 
that aSF will, in one way or 
another, continue to be published 
although possibly with a change 
in' policy.

In the ten-year grouping, an 
easy prediction can be made, iwme- 
ly, that they all will continue 
to exist for at >least another 
five' years, probably longer, al
though “Planet Stories-' may 
change policy in order to contin
ue publication.

In the five-year grouping, 
conditions will remain static, 
fince FN has a wealth of material 
to draw from and SSS has a defin
ite place on the stands.

The. final classification, 
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under five years, is difficult, 
since in all but one case, they 
are in a state of flux because of 
their newness, But to-climb fur
ther cut on the limb, AMFM will 
last only as long as Merrittales 
are around since it duplicates 
FN, Look for a combination of FN 
and AMFM in about three years, 
“'Avon Fantasy Reader"' is here to 
stay in its present form, OW 
will develop rapidly but watch 
for a price change in the next 
two years, “Magazine Of Fantasy' 
will continue but with more emph
asis on science fiction, and here 
also watch for a price change.

Now to the' book field and a 
few generalities. Science fict
ion between covers will continue 
on the upswing for another four 
or five years, and then there 
will be a leveling off or pos
sibly a drop in activity by the 
big houses, A price drop by the 
limited edition houses is in the 
offing, as witness Gnome Press1 
price cut, More and more origin
al manuscripts will appear be
tween boards rather than the ex
tended reprint policy in force 
today, especially by the major 
publishers, like Simon & Schuster 
and 2, P. Dutton.

I have neglected to mention 
the pocket books, and from pres
ent indications, I predict that 
the field as a whole will issue 
stf-and fantasy in large quantit
ies, including original material, 
in line with the hard cover pub
lishers.

To indulge in a few observat
ions over the whole field, more 
pulp magazines will be issued in 
the future, both reprint and new- 
type; particularly in the stf 
vein, reminiscent Of the days 
prior t o the war, Books and 
pktbooks will appear in greater 
quantities and will be pushed by 
the publishers to replace the det
ective story as the number one 
field of regular consumption by 
the reading public, I repeat, 
the upswing will last for five 
years and Chen will level off or 
possibly drop somewhat,

At the risk of sounding dog
matic, science fiction and fant
asy are here to stay and they 
will become a bright’star on the 
publishing horizon,

Author^s Note: The above predict
ions, etc-, represent my opinion, 
and not necessarily that of any 
of the editors of F/JITASX-TIMES.

TRIM YOUR OWN
BY J. RUSSELL MARS

•fbasically, I am in harmonious 
Q sympathy with the writers of 

—/the many letters appearing in 
today ;s‘ readers1 columns which 
recuest, demand, cajole and oth- 
erwiso mention trimmed edges.

Collectors value these 
smooth edges, not only for looks, 
but also for their preservative 
effect- on the magazine.

However, since none of these 
letters have had the slightest 
effect on the edges of the maga

zines in question, I finally de
vised a method of trimming the 
edges of my collection myself, a 
sysuem ' which not only brings all 
the advantages of ready-trimming, 
but does a finer-looking job..

So, if you would like to add 
years to the life of every mag in 
your collection, follow these 
simple directions on haw to trim 
your own.

The materials needed are 
cheap and only one has to be

- 13 -



built by you.
The first requirement is a 

good knife, of the type shown in
Vis 1, 
cutting 
gracie ox 
take a

It must ha ve a st might
eage < 
steel 
keen

and be of a good 
so that it will

quarter - inch carriage bolts six 
inches long, -Carriage bolts are 
round - headed, and have a small 

£square shank just below the head. 
If you have chosen your wood
wisely, it will

cd The one

k n o w n as a’.

knife, 
Fig. • 2 i

called because 
it is used to 
compress the 
pages of the 
magazine to be
trimmed
i s 
you 
two 
oua

the 
must

which 
part' 

build.

be possible to 
bang the bolts 
in the wood so 
that the heads 
are flush with 
the surface, 
the shanks for
cing their way 
into the vrood 
without split
ting it. If 
you think the 
wood you have 
chosen woh-t 
s t a n d'this

pieces of
It is made from 

strong wood three-
W ill be necessar 
to chisel out small s 
ceive the boIt-shanks

treatment, it 
you

a

least 
edge

one inch thick de
pending on what

necessary

Xutwo
holes’ in each 
board.

ble, At 
one long 
of each 
must be 

e. Trim 
a plane

• pose 
keep 
from

The pur
ls to 

the bolts

in,their holes 
when the nuts 
are drawn up 
on 'the other 
end.

Then put 
on ’the other 
piece of wood. 
Ozer each bolt 
end slip a big

washer

holesthese

and next p u t 
each bolt. ’Mako 

insert sure you have both true edges to-

flat

3
m

Top 
View
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gather*
You are now ready to begin trimm

ing*
Glamp a magazine in the press by 

placing it between the boards ana'draw
ing u p tight on the wing nuts* The 
portion to be trimmed away should now 
be sticking jtp past the two time edges 
of the press* Sharpen your knife* and 
with even strokes back and forth out a- 
way the rough edges* Then use a piece 
of fine sandpaper t o smooth away the 
knife marks*

For your first fa? tries, use a 
mag that will not be missed if anything 
goes wrong* N o matter ha/ sharp your 
knife is* it will not trim more than 
one mag before resharpening, A pocket 
hone* fine grit* is a handy tool ibr 
you to have*

Don’t be i n a hurryi It takes 
practise to be able to handle a knife 
for fine work such as this* In time 
you will be able to trim one of your 
priceless collector’s items in about 
ten minutes and be proud of the* result,

A heavy coat of wax on the guide 
edges of the press will make the work 
easier.

The End

THE 70KLD OP TOMOPdlO? TODAY 
(continued from page 11)

years* to maintain to antroubled poise 
in v/hat is too'often referred to as a 
’’troubled world”. And as newer gener
ations grow up within the circle of our 
fictional forecasts of things to cone 
they loam to feel tbi> notvnity which 
comes from knowledge.

The mysterious doors of natures 
secrets are being opened to us one af
ter another in real life* and the popu
lation at large finds these revelations 
a little terrifying, But to those of 
us who rode jet-space ships to the plan
ets in our stories many years ago*there 
is no surprise in the actuality of jet- 
planes* To those of us who have lived 
through inter - planetary wars in our 
reading there is no particular reason 
for surprise at the coming of the H- 
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bomb.
The kinship of interest among sci

ence-fiction fans is a bond like a com
mon language. Nowhere* outside of our 
awn particular group* can we talk as 
freely about the’ things which will hap
pen tomorrow — just as* fifteen years 
ago we were discussing scientific ex
pectancies which today are actualities,

I am proud to have played a part 
in the development of science-fiction* 
not so much because it meant editing a 
magazine as because it enabled me to 
become a part of one of the $iost imag
inative and worthwhile groups of people 
now inhabiting the earth — the science 
fiction fans — the settlers who lay 
the foundations for the future*

The End

n
I AGES 16* 17* 18 & 19 of this 100th 

issue look crude* almost out of place* 
in our modern Fanta sry-Timcs. But, they 
ore Fantasy - Times, 7ar-timo Fantasy- 
Times* from the year 1944* At that 
time* Sam Moskowitz was just out of the 
Army and editor, James V. Taurasi was 
still in but stationed near home, v’as 
the publisher.

Those stencils were typed by Sam 
for issue No* 11* July 1944* and the 
cover was for the Sept. 1944 (No* 13)* 
both issues never came out at the time. 
They did cane out years later* but with 
new material and new stencils*

Moskowitz found these stencils af
ter six years and we thought you’d bo 
interested in seeing them* These old 
stencils arc battered and torn and very 
dry* 7e have not changed them a bit* 
we oven left the old page numbers on 
them, Except for the new page number 
at the bottom* they are as they w c r o 
when they were typed in 1944*-ods





FAimSY TIMES ‘
PAO THPEB

THE

, socket ‘books which startedThe trickle of fine fantasy todks and pog6 Bna
with Aueust W. Derleth's OUTSIDERS & mW^ncreeiinE momentum by such 
’tf swelled at first slowly and then with in ppQjpjjj^jg 5X3 ■
volumes as THE POCKET BOOK OF SCIEHCE FICiIOi, ?00I1; THE
U1W, LURK, WITCH, BURE, CREEt’, SHADOrfg CREEB, *E0HB IH EIE MIK, 
.S1BD OVER IHHSMOUTH, OUT OF \mT TALES OF TERROR

OUT C? :KE UW SMCE, BEYOED THE Uffi OF R< ,
® SUPERMPUML, CREEPS BY piSHT, BEST SHOST STORIES U.etc. ' • . ‘

Clark Ashton Smith, three volumes in tha_^ni-r w ^-t-headT THE EYE 
he edited by Derleth, JUMBEE & OTHERS ?Std other>^ by 
A1TD T®' FINOER by,.Donald Wandrei, end ... A Merritt, taxiem
H. P. J/Tia-us^^-anbert Bloph,. ancust W. COSMIC. REPORTER
Wasson, etc.., etc. arid others announced in THE 
□hie issue.

‘\ ( Pleased as I am by the entire thine:, and eager to read the pro- 
Z>^*3<£olxi^ us sconces they appear, my mind still cannot help heark- 
enzlng'bKjk to former' days,■ when such a flood of book fantasy was undream
ed of; yet’ghen intdpr^-d pioneers were doing-their best to make it 
come true .\ '' • g \i ■

?°> talks., booklet a Ad book fantasy is no new thing. It is 
something tint numerous people have tried time and again and in dif
ferent ways, yet never caught on. Those publishers, authors and fans 
who years back attempted«to popularize fantasy in the book as well as 
.the magazine field are forgotten by most today. Forgotten because 
t.hey failed. But I hays always looked nt it differently. I have 
always said., they did ;not fail^ the science fiction and fantasy fans 
failed them. Thf^.,^ that was in them, but received no
support. ■ gx

, , Today there rests pnly upon shelves and in the minds of a few 
old time comprehensive collectors those .first attempts to lift science- 

.fantasy out of pulp des ignition. You would laugh at some -of those
efforts. You may question my right to'place them on the same plane 
with volumes' published today. But because they did not have fine r 
modern presses, rich or at ;.least adequate backers, or cloth covers^ ■ 
is.no criterion, of their worth. They werethd pioneers. spi^neers 
usually wear rags.,/ . / z ' / "

Mtong the first efforts in the booklet line of science fiction, 
was AMASIH^ BTCIlm premium THE VAHGUAHP OF VEBUS by Land all BarUntt'x 
issued in 1928- as a subscription incentive. ■ The story itself v/ab 
poor, but- just try and find a copy- today. .1 wish I had one. -s\
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PAGEFOUR. FANTASY TIMES

Hugo Gemsback made a mighty effort to place science fiction 
in pamphlet and semi-book form. He issued THE- SCIEHCE FICTION SERIES 
^hicxc it is claimed sold poorly, yet Gernsback issued 18 of them be
fore giving up the ghost. The early numbers must have sold well e- 
nough to give him hope, the last group are still for sale by Thrilling 
Jono er Stories and are worth the trouble of1 collecting.

SCIENCE FICTION CLASSICS, also by Gernsback could have been a 
wonderful thing for the fans if it had received any support. Gerns- 
back envisioned a whole series of paper bound beoks comprised solely 
of old time science fiction stories. Can you evaluate the eventual 
worth of such a collection.. What mighty classics might have been 
brought you; what anthologies issued had this series suceeded. BETWEEN 
WORLDS by Garrett Smith was the only title this library issued. As 
late as 1938 hundreds of copies could still be purchased at 10 cents 
apiece in book shops in the New York area.. Any day now a publisher 
will'issue SCIENCE FICTION CLASSICS (conjuncture) in pocket book form 
and end up with a tidy profit. But old Gernsy couldn’t get a rise out 
of us when he thought up. the idea.

Novy, the amatuers took over. . When Gernsback sold only a few . / 
thousand' it moant failure. But if an amatuer publisher could sell a 
fow thousand it would mean sensational success. So the boys who put 
out THE TIME TRAVELER, SCIENCE FICTION DIGEST & FANTASY MAGAZI7TE is
sued a series of pamphlets. “THE CAVEMEN OF VENUS by Allen Glasser, 
THE PRICE OF PEACE by Mortimer Weisinger, WOLF HOLLOW BUBBLES by Dovid 
H. Keller, M, D. and THRU THE DRAGON GLASS' by A. Merritt printed in 
clean, large -type on fine slick paper* These pamphlets sold at the 
tremenjus1 sums of 5 & 10 cents apiece. How did they sell? Well 
Connie Ruppert who printed them still has hundreds of copies of Mer
ritts tale published at a time when it was' the hnly edition in print 
in the entire world, and he couldn’t sell enough copies at LO cents 
per to raise a smile’.

Seigel and Shuster who now do the Superman strip used to issue 
a fan magazine titled SCIENCE FICTION? They thought they’d try a lit
tle pamphlet publishing.- They published GUESTS OF THE EARTH by Jerome 
Seigel mimeographed. They needed only a hundred sales to call them
selves a success. They never published a second!

However the Swanson Book Company dealers in science fiction 
thought that the idea was good so they paid Schuster and Seigel to^ 
mimeograph an old tale from WEIRD TALES, THE KETAL GIANT'S by Edmond 
Hamilton. Swanson eventually got rid of them. But he didn’t sell 
them, he gave them away to his customers.

The most juvenile attempt of this sort was a hektographed four- 
oared leaflet done by Wilson Shepherd of Calcman, Alabama, I WAS PAS
SENGER IN MY OWN BODY by Captain North. The only thing that oan be 
said for this is that you’d have a helluvva time finding a copy.

No doubt you’ve heard of William H, Crawford who issued those 
fantastically find amatuer pubs MARVEL TALES & UNUSUAL TnLES. '^c^9 . 
he had some damn good ideas for publication. His first was a pamphlet
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FANTASY TTMS BASE FIVE
containing the WTE SYBI 
BUvid E. Koller, M. D. L by Clark Ashton Smith and MEN OF AVALON by 

Forty pages' on good quali^ paper . I think 
house with what ho had left of them. But the boy had 
4. .... Hq isQuefl a h00k titled MARS MOUNTAIN by

contained two other tales in addition to the 
yarn. The stories were no groat shakes, but the thing was a 
a printed book with a hard cover and a‘cover Jacket and illustra- 

And Crawford talked of books to como by Edward E. Smith, Ph. D. , 
Eoorc and others. But apparently fans thought 35 cents a little 
for Crawford didnTt sell vory many copies of his book. A fow ycri 

d up courage and finances onough to print the hitherto

he heated hi
guts , 
Eugene 
t itle
bo ok 
' io nr 
0. L. 
stern

he didnTt give up. 
y. This

any ub 1 is he d H 
in hook form,

1. Lovecraft long novelette, THE SHADOW OVER INNSMOUTH 
1th slick paper, a hard cover, a number of illustrations

.nd a book packet. Ho asked a dollar for it. Had great hopes, 
cars latc'r he was moaning something about scarcely having sold 
red copies. I wonder what the pocket book is selling?

Severn, 
a hun-

THE FUTILE PRESS, publishers of-the once roknowned SCIENCE FICTION 
CRITIC, began publishing little volumes back in 1938. The first was 
titled HAMMER & TONGS, and it was the reprinting of a department by 
Clyde F. Beck which had run previously in the CRITIC and was generally 
regarded as having been rather well done. Salos of, this volume arc 
unknown. Shortly afterward FUTILE PRESS issued a similar book of 
CLARK ASHTON SMITH1 S between paste board covers titled NERO & OTHER 
POEMS selected from Smiths volume THE STAR TREADER & OTHERS. Both 
Relumes sold foig 25. cents, ‘and the Smith volume contained a long ap
preciation of Clark Ashton Smith and a soon-to-bo-published poem auto
graphed by Smith^as an extra’insert. A while lator COMMONPLACE BOOK 
by H. Pa Lovecraft was issued by the FUTILE PRESS at one dollar a copy. 
. I bought my copy six months after the date of issuance. It stated; 
n?5 copies of this book have, been printed, this is No. 39" So it 
couldnTt hove been a best seller. Shortly afterward Claire ±1 Bock made 
his ’sensational tour across the country and the FUTILE BRASS folded up.

COMET PUBLICATIONS run by fan Jolin V. Bnltadcnis issued a hokto- 
graphed booklet entitled THE BRAIN by Oswald Train and was a reprint 
of stories' Train had previously published in some Ponnsy paper. There 
very colored illustrations 'every few pages. The booklet only sold for 
a dime, and the hektograph couldnTt produce more than fifty copies, but 
another one was never forthcoming.

Moro 
THREE LINES 
tine when t

are’ unknown, 
auctioned and
K„

recently THE BIZARRE SERIES of Millheim, Penna, issued - 
OF OLD FRENCH by A. Merritt in nifty brochure stylo at' a

1 story was available nowhoros also. It sold for 25 cents 
nt ion was made of it in THRILLING WONDERSSHERI 
but at the time of the'Nycon, sent a dozen copies to bo 

o plenty more where those camo from 
, 1939 and Richard Frank carried on 

THING IN THE CELLAR by David H.
> biography 

autograph, We do not

if there were
Russell Miller died in September

THE BIZARRE SERIES by publishing THE _____ __
Zeller. M, D, , a magnificent horror story along with Kellars 
two previously unpublished poems and the authors autograph, 
know how it sold but we never heard and complaints of writers cramp 
from Doc Keller nor did we ever received a copy of the third in the 
series for which wo sent, a perfectly good quarter,, THE CANCER MACHINE
by Sando Binder. 19



They call it...

THE MOST INTERESTING FANTASY MAGAZINE IN THE WORLD 

(even if you can’t read it) 

Los Quentos 

FANTASTICOS
the south of the "border stefzine

LOS CUENTOS FANTASTICOS is a regular printed prozine, not a fanzine.

Certain issues are musts for Merritt, Lovecraft and Burroughs fans. I have 
a few featuring the following:

MERRITT: "Los Pobladores del Abismo" (also has original stories by EEEvans and 
Gustav Meyrink, and fan art by Grossman, Hunt, Daugherty and McNutt) 

50^

EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS: "La Resurr eci on de Jimber- Jaw", In the same issue "El 
Vidrio de los Dragones" by A. MERRITT, and — not to be 
overlooked — Sam Moskowitz* "El Sonador Omnipotente", 
Illustrations by Joe Gibson, Roy Hunt, and Virgil Finlay. 
Cover by Edd Cartier. 75p

LOVECARFT: "Aire Frio". In the same issue, original stories by EEEvans and Jean 
Cox, plus Sturgeon’s famous "El Dios Microcosmico", 60^

HEINLEIN & VAN VOGT in Spanish) "La Casa Descabellada" y "El Destructor Negro", 
50^

BRADBURY: "Los Guardianes del Oceano" with original illustration by McNutt0 Or- 
iginal fiction by Len Moffatt and EEEvans, Artwork by Austin, Berry, 
Arfstrom, Goldstone and Kroll, 50^

And half a dozen other fascinating issues available in limited supply. No 
collection complete without at least a representative issue. Recent sample, 
40^ 0 "Skylark" Smith and Dr Keller coming up I

FANTASY FOCUS: Weaver Wright, Prop. Box 6151 Metro Stn, Los Angeles 55, Calif,
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BY MARY GNAEDINGER

/ a\ S we work pretty close to the dead- 
//\\ line on our fantasy books, in spite 
/^\of the fact that Munsey classics 

^are at hand, it is hard to make a 
forecast of anything but the very near ? 
future. The general set-up is as fol
lows :

For Fantastic Novels it is planned 
to give a few stories in the more mod- 
era phase ofcthe Munsey output. One of 
these is already announced in the maga
zine, “Three Against the Stars” by Eric 
North, which is appearing in the- May 
issuo3 together with ’’Time’s Dawn” by 
Bo "/all is, and "A Priest of Quiche” by 
Francis James, both from the period a- 
round 1920; and "Mr. Primrose Goes to 
the Devil”- by William P.' Templeton, 
from the period of the load novel. In 
the July issue we shall publish"Earth’s 
Last Citadel" by 0.' L.' Moore and Henry 
Kuttner, which appeared in the Argosy 
after’its purchase by Popular Publica
tions 0 This is a comparatively short 
novel, and with it will bo “Death’s 
Secret” by J. L. Schoolcraft, and “The 
Son of the Red God” by Paul L. Anderson 
— two novelettes from'the earlier per
iod of Munsey classics. It is p^oss'ible 
that the issue after that will contain 
“Polaris and the Goddess Glorian” by 
Charles B< Stilsohj but that is not 
definitely decided® The same policy of 
mixing older and new classics will con
tinue.

As for Famous Fanta st ic My st c ric s. 
the Juno issue will feature “The Ad- 
v eat ur o s of I^ndham Smith” by S. Fowl
er bright,but the short stories arc dcA 
pendent upon the way the swacc falls.
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THERE is little t o toll about Mary 
Gnaodinger that is not already known. 
Sho is the pioneer of the fantasy re
print, field. She has been editor in 
this field for over ten years and any 
editor that can stay there for ten or 
more years must bo a good editor. She 
has the honor of being the only stf ed
itor to’go along with the mag, y/hen it 
was sold. Usually a new editor is giv
en the job by ’the new publisher. The 
fans actually like her as the editor of 
tha’best readers’ column published to
day. She has been most helpful in 
turning over her readers2 column to 
any fan” that wanted to use it for help 
in obtaining this or that. She has 
been very helpful to Fantasy-Times and 
that wo appreciate and will neter for
get. -cd

A number of excellent stories are ready 
for the issues to follow, but just haw 
they will fit into the various issues 
It is hard*to say now. Among them will 
be two short stories by Lovccarft, ill
ustrated by Bok,

Several, covers are being done by 
Saunders. One for “Three Against the 
Stars" and one for “Adventures of Gynd- 
ham Smith", Lawrence i s doing the 
black and whites for tlx .latter? and 
Finlay has done the pictures for tlx 
first mentioned? "Time’s Dawn" is ill
ustrated by Frank R, Paul, “A Priest of 
ruicho“by Peter Poulton, and “Mr. Prim
rose Goes to the Devil” by LawrencooBok 
and Finlay will be evident in the var—



ions short stories to come in the near 
future* Finlay illustrates ’’Earth’s 
Last Citadel” and ’’Death’s Secret”,the 
latter an Egyptian story, and ”Tho Son 
of* the Red God” will be done by Lawron- 
co* It is probable that Frank R. Paul 
will do‘the next Polaris story.

The future of Famous Fantastic 
l^yst cries seems brighter than ever, as 
readers continue to suggest many fine 
books which turn out upon roading to be 
excellent. The future o f Fantastic 
Novels is to bring along the Munsey 
classics as fast as mechanically poss-

B 0 OK R E VI E W • ..................

Pebble IJour bye
A thumbnoso Sketch of the new 
Asimov Book by Weaver Wright

Other Worlds? Dr Issac Asimovas 
got a'million o f ’em —C 200 million 
populated planets, to be exacts in his 
new*novel from Doubleday ($2.50, 22 B 
pgs.) PEBBLE IN THE SKY. But he bobbles 
his pebble.

In approximately- . 101,950 AD (or, 
to be technical, 827 of the Galactic 
Era) when a volume of several million 
cubic light-years has bo bo encompassed 
to take a census, a Chicago tailor from 
today, meeting u p with Arvardah, an 
archeologist from the Sirian sector, 
and Effret Shekt, inventor o f the 
Synapsifier, thwarts an Earth plot’in
volving a bad boy named Balkis and oth
ers intent on murdering the 500 quad
rillion people of the Empire. Do you 
follow me? Then you arc headed for the 
nearest ice-pact, which is what I ap
plied t o my whirling head after com
pleting this enervating novels D r 
Asimov will no doubt head for mo with 
an ice-nick for panning his brain
child.

Of course everyone can’t write 
with the scope of Drs Staplodon or 
Smitli, but I have come to expect more 
from Asimov’s imagination then a world 
of 100,000 years hence with only about 
a hundred years* difference about it 
(aside from the fact that 4 teeth have

IBLc.and everyone knows there is plenty 
of fine and... glamorous story material 
there.

Wo have already thanked our advi
sors on FFM in the editorial columns. 
Those friends arc all still at work 
helping to make it a top notch maga
zine, and since that writing, a number 
of others have volunteered new infor- 
mation.

As Saunders has been very well re
ceived bythe readers, it is possible 
that he will paint a number of cove is.

The End  

dropped out of man’s head and his 
appendix has atrophied to an inch and a 
half). Sorry I can’t hand out a trophy 
for atrophy of ingenuity or superfluity 
of snafuism. ’’Pebble’in the Sky” got 
stuck in my throat - I couldn’t swallow 
it. Not recommendable unless your di- 
gestion for a carload of confusion is 
excellent.

Correction: Or unless you arc a 
checker fan: A hundred thousand years 
hence our hero plays a game ct-or four 
pages.

The End

For

E. R. Burroughs, ’’The Moon Maid. No 
d/w. Fairly good condition. $2. Van 
Vogt, ’’The Weapon Makers”, with 
mint condition, $30.00. Complete 
Merritt Pocket Book Collection. Rare 
as a group. ’’The Ship of Ishtar” 
(1945); ’’The Face in the Abyss” (1945) 
’’Dwellers, in the Mirage (1944); ’’Burn 
Witch Bum” (1942); ’’The Moon Pool” 
(1944); ’’The Metal Monster” (1946); 
The Fox’’Women Anthology (1949); All 
for $10.00. No singles sold. Con
dition, excellent to fair. All with 
their covers. Dates refer to Avon or 
pocket book publication dates.

Thomas S. Gardner 
155 Jackson Avo. 

Rutherford, New Jersey
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VIA PULLMAN TO

now figure on seven vnihterr**
upted nights of poker, beer, fanning, 
chasing women up and. down the aisles, 
helping Ollie Saari write stories , 
drawing BEMs on the walls, and reading 
(.if you want to read), plus two days 
and nights visiting the idiot tribes of 
Los Angeles, plus another five days or 
so in Portland, After that we’ll cut 
our throats and end it all.

The Great Plan was hatched aboard 
the train, coming back from the Cincin
nati Convention, Canada’s John Millard 
and Ned McKeown wanted to join our 
party next August when we set sail for 
Portland© A couple of other kibitzers 
in the crowd wanted to do likewise, and 
in no time at all a dozen people spoke 
up and raised their hands, Millard nam
ed it ’’Via Pullman To Portland”, and I 
was elected honorable man-of*ell-work 
to see about the details.

After contacting a railway agent, 
I discovered that ’’Tourist Pullmans” 
could be had at considerable savings 
under the standard pullman rate, and I 
also found that a round trip by way of 
Los Angeles would cost us only fifteen 
dollars extra© That5s how the -Bricked 
city of the Angels cagie into the pic
ture and that’s why the club members 
there will suffer next summer from the 
daimdest invasion they’ve ever witness
ed They deserve the fate.

Getting down to cases, the details 
we have worked out with the rail agent 
are theses we are scheduled to leave 
Chicago at Saturday noon. August 26th, 
If we have collected a carload (28 per
se..^ have get the entire Pullman to our- 
selvesf but if we have loss than a load 
then wc wro bunked together but must of 
courrc share the car with the common 
hord^ the peasantsj I feel sorry for 
thoma And about Monday noon the fan-
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BY BOB TUCKER

BOB TUCKERI What follower of Science- 
fiction hasn’t heard of him? Rcmanbcr 
way, way back in the 1935s? Remember 
the ’’Staple V/ar”? You do? Then you 
Imow Bob Tucker, He’s the boy 'who 
wanted all pro mags to be bound without 
staples© You say that that’s too far 
back for you? Jfammm, have you heard 
of Wilson Tucker, the mystery writer? 
Yea, the guy who wrote ’’The Chinese 
Doll” (now in pocket book, 25£ form). 
You have,well that’s the same Bob Tuck- 
cr0 Jo like him best as editor and 
publisher of ’’Bloomington Nevs Letter ” , 
oops, sorry, new name: ”S ci oncotic— 
tion Nows Letter”© At any rate we’d 
like to be on that ’’Pullman To Port- 
land# -cd 

nish mob arrives in Los Angeles for a 
two-day stop-over,

Uodncsday night wo again board the 
train for Portland, arriving there Fri
day morning, the meanwhile picking up a 
few Los Angelos fans for the occasion, 
(Meaning those who were dead drunk and 
failed to get off the train before it 
pulled outc) After the Convention* 
along about Tuesday or Wednesday or 
Thursday of the following week (When
ever the hell we feel lilao it)5 wc head 
back for Chicago and arrive on Saturday 
September 9th0 Two weeks in all© And 
wc make a circle tour like thin at a 
cheap rate because of the freakish faro 
situation©

The ordinary round-trip from Chi
cago to Portland and back runs about 
$129 to $136$ depending upon the floo;>- 
ing accomodations wanted, but if you 
desire to stop over at any westcoast 
city and come home by a different 
route, they add on a small charge for 



sleeping accomodations between the two 
western citiese Coming back by a dif
ferent route is free* Accordingly, we 
figured our costs as follows, traveling 
from Chicago to Los Angeles to Portland, 
to Chicago8

To make the entire trip, in a lower 
berth, $151, In an upper berth, $139* 
If Congress gets around to cutting off 
the excise taxesP deduct "15^ from the 
above figures© And there’you Jiave it - 
“via Pullman to Portland"© ... 1

Three people from Canadh and nine 
from the States are itching to go and 
have signed, on <the . dotted line; with 
from six to ten others who think they 
may make it but will not know until 
early in the summer®

How many will resign, from fandom 
afterwards? . ' \ ,

The . End 

THE COSMIC REPORTER 
(continued from page 4)

The Illustrated Man Esquire
Away in the Middle of the Air

' Other Worlds.
The Screaming Woman Flair

Forrest J Ackerman will have a 
permanent column in Other Worlds? "News 
of the month"a Will be something like 
RCPhillips’ "The Club House", oxccpt- 
that if will, cover a wider variety of 
sub j oct s o

AEvV tolls me that four months ago, 
Theodore Sturgeon was given the go— 
ahead on a science-fiction TV show, a 
big network wanted him to do, but no 
nowe_ or. it ns yot-4 it ought to be good*

1949 IN SCIENCE FICTION
by Thanas S. Gardner

PART. IV — Thrilling 'Vender Stories

TVS has had a very good year® The 
majority of the stories wore fairly 
good with some excellent ones thrown in 
as frosting o n the cake. Merwin is 
keeping up the good work©

February 1949; Van Vogt’s "The '7oa-
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pon Shops of Isher" .was very much ap
preciated. I would like to see more 
stories, regarding the weapon shops, I 
still do not care for the Orig Prem st
ories of Miller. An excellent classic 
id Merwin’s "The Carriers", This story 
is bitter, hard, and realistic. Read 
it, and -weep. I t has been true for 
every form of life man has come into 
contact to a lessor degree. This is 
the ultimate of man’s menace to other 
forms,

April 1949? The load novel, Loomis1 
"The Ultimate Planet" is a hard, end 
realistic story without sentiment ©Every 
now and then such-' a story goes over 
well© I liko this one, but the illusA 
trations have no relation to the story, 
Hamilton’s "Alien Earth" is well writL 
ten and very thought stimulating, 
Brackett’s "Quest of the Starhopc" is 
interesting, and Phillips’ "Quite Log
ical" should have been longer©

Juno 1949? I have always had a woalo^ 
ncss f.or. washbucking stories at times. 
So Brackett's "Sea - Kings of Mard" is 
corny in spots, but I enjoyed it© An 
excellent story is Jones’ "The Alien 
Machine". Doii’t miss it for it is log
ically developed. For a little humoi 
try Leinster’s "The Life-Work of Prof. 
Muntz'S

’ August 1949£ Frankly I don’t euro 
for the lilliput typo stories, even if 
piaster’s "Fury from Lilliput" is fast 
moving and fairly goo<1.However Clarke’s 
"Lion of Comarre" more then makes up 
for it’, with a very good twisty typo 
of tale’ by MacDonald', "Amphiskiur" for 
dessert3 ' Thcn^ believe it or not* van 
Vogt writes a different^ and too ton 
true type of stqiy\."Project Spaceship"® 
A good 3radbu.y$ "The Homing of Hamos" 
will be road with interestespecially 
in the light of an accelerated Lysenko 
typo of environmental conditioning, and 
moulding© A good story, but sad to re
late, ’taint true, follows. Just fic
tion®

October 1949? I especially recommend 
West’s "The Lure of Polaris" for the 
sociological values in the story, Brad
bury’s "Kaleidoscope" is not fiction, 

(continued on page 28)



FANTASY FILMS;
RADIO a TELEVISION

_______ by Lester Mayer, Jr_______

HereTs a partial list cf 
sone movies which are currently 
scheduled or under consideration 
in Hollywood:

“When Worlds Collide" b y 
Baumer and Wylie. This one is 
definite; the secuel will follow 
if the first is a success. Hip 
Van Ronkle, who wrote the screen 
play for “Destination Moon"’ will 
work on this for the same produc
er, George Pal. Van Ronkle says: 
-The field of science-fiction of
fers a rich source of material 
for movie - makers ---- most of it
stuff of high adventure. Irm 
talking about adult-level stories 
not comic supplement science. 
Naturally, the’ first emphasis 
must be on entertainment, but 
there’s no room here for hokum. 
You can’t fool the public one 
time and expect them to believe 
you the next77,

“Plague‘‘ by Rene Lafayette 
(According'to L, Ron Hubbard).

5?SlanJ", among others, is 
being considered by Fritz Lang.

"The Kid From Mars"' by Oscar 
J. Friend is being considered for 
Danny Kaye.

An independent producer is 
discussing remake rights of “Lost 
Horizon"’ with Columbia, as a mus
ical for Jack Benny.

'"’Waldo"’ and "’Magic, Inc7 are 
possibilities.

“No Place To Hide'*7 will be 
made by MGM,

Several members of the Los 
Angeles Science Fiction Society 
recently took “A Trip Through 
Outer Space1*. This was at the 
Griffith Planetarium in Hollywood 
which has previously shown '"’Trip 
To The Moon17 and “Trip To The 

Frozen Planets'*7, These trips con
sist of the audience pretending 
that the circular auditorium is 
the viewing room of a spaceship. 
Looking upward and outward, they 
see the heavenly body they are 
visiting enlarging in the sky. 
Astronomical photographs are used. 
"’Trip Through Outer Space*7 was a 
trip to three neighboring galax
ies.

In April, nA Trip To Mars*7 
will be shown,

(Thanks for the foregoing 
items to Arthur Jean Cox).

The French film makers are 
in again with another fantasy, 
this one called '"’Rita*7. A man is 
running away with a married woman 
when her husband catches them. 
He murders the husband and is 
sentenced to die. He pleads'with 
his priest for another life. By 
a strange juggling of fate, this 
comes about. But circumstances 
repeat themselves, and he is soon 
back in a cell again, condemned 
for stabbing the husband of his 
true love.

The magazine section of the 
New York Sunday Mirror for 12 Feb 
1950 carried an article, '"’Life On 
The Moon?'*7 It was illustrated 
with 'scenes from the forthcoming 
movie, “Destination'Moon**. From 
the few scenes shown, it looks as 
if the picture will be well worth 
seeing.

At a science - fiction con
clave held recently in NY, I saw 
the old silent picture, “The Lost 
World77. Based on A. Conan Doyle’s 
novel of the same name, it tells 
of a trip made by Professor Chal
lenger and a party of explorers 
to a plateau deep in the South 
American jungle, for the purpose 
of verifying a report of living 
prehistoric monsters. The report 
is true, and the explorers have a 
hard time of it, fighting not 

(Continued On Page2 b)
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FANTASY FILMS, RADIO & TELEVISION 
(Continued From Page 25)

only the monsters but also a pri
mitive tribe of cave people.

They escape with a' live dino
saur which they bring back to Lon
don, 'It runs amok, causing much 
horror, .before coming to.its end 
in the River Thames,

' '"The Lost World*7 is interest
ing, not only because of the sub
ject .matter, but also as an ex
ample of the first attempts at 
animation on the screen. While 
decidedly inferior’to "King Kong;7 
i n this respect, it is still 
pretty effective.

"Destination Moon" will be 
released this summer. An article 
on this movie will appear in the 
July, 1950, issue of '"'astounding 
SCIENCE FICTION", -The cover, a 
genuine Kodachrome,' will probably 
illustrate the article.

Well,- it was bound to happen 
sometimeJ Universal-Internation
al will produce a technicolor 
fantasy called- "Desert Hawk"; 
Yvonne De Carlo, as Scheherezade, 
will be’pursued by Sinbad, Alad
din and Omar Khayyam, Sinbad .and 
Aladdin will be a couple of confi
dence men, ,

The. . Feb ’IJth issue of News
week Magazine has a very interest
ing article on Walt Disney, It. 
emphasizes the'work and difficult
ies connected with his pictures.. 
The cover is illustrated with a 
scene from "Cinderella".

"Mark Of The Gorilla" -is the 
third in*the series of-Jungle Jim 
pictures. In this one, a gang of 
thieves masquerade as gorillas in 
order to scare the natives away 
from their fortune go Id, John
ny Weissmuller stars,

Incidentally, due to the pub
licity he received from being 
chosen outstanding swimmer of the
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FANTASY FORECASTS
Uhat*s Next In The Pro Mags___

FANTASTIC NOVELS ,
Issue dated May, 1950, will 

be on sale 24 March 1950.
’•'Three Against The Stars1' by 

Eric North will be the lead nov
el, and will be illustrated by 
Finlay,

There will be three short 
stories: "A Priest Of Quiche "'by 
Francis James, illustrated b y 
.Poulton; ‘'From Timefs Dawn" by 3.
Wallis, illustrated by Paul, and 
"Mr, Primrose Goes To The Devil"’ 
by William F, Templeton, illus
trated by Lawrence.

Sam Moskowitz will continue 
his "Fantasy Book’ Reviews",

Cover will b e by Norman 
Saunders, illustrating the lead 
novel,
FAMOUS FANTASTIC MYSTERIES

The June, 1950, issue of 
this magazine will be on sale.26 
April 1950.

Lead novel, illustrated by 
Lawrence, will be "The Adventure 
Of Wyndham Smith" by S. Fowler 
Wright. Cover by Norman Saunders 
will also illustrate'this yarn.

Other material, as yet not 
decided upon, will be included, 

(Concluded On Page 27)

PdYMOND J. VAN HOUTEN

Printer & Publisher

409 Market■Street 
Paterson 3, N, J.

"Veteran Craftsmanship" 
Inquiries Invited

past fifty years,1 Columbia will 
film the life of Johnny Weiss
muller. Johnny will portray him
self,_________________ _____________



BOOK NOTES
by J, Russell liars

Due about this time is Mur
ray Leinster*s book, "Sidewise In 
Time-, from Shasta of Chicago.

The Doubleday people of NY 
have jumped into science-fiction 
with both feet. Following on the 
heels of "Pebble In The Sky"’ by 
Isaac’ Asimov (a new story priced 
at v2,50), they are issuing "Wal- 
do'"' and "Magic, Inc.'"' by Robert

Heinlein, also at §2,50. And 
speaking of Heinlein, the first 
of hie "future history** series is 
due about now from Shasta, The 
Heinlein books seem to be coming 
thick and fast this last month or 
two.

Just out on the newsstands 
is an anthology by Groff Conklin 
entitled " The Science'Fiction Gal- 
any". Priced at 350, it is pub
lished by Permabooks (Garden City 
Publishing Co, of Long Island, 

I.} and contains 12 stories in 
<42 pages. The book is designed 
for new readers of s-f, but will 
appeal to some fans.

From MacMillan Co. of NY 
comes "The Flying Saucers"' by 
Barnaul Newman, a new novel pric-

§11.50, Most fans will pro
bably rate this one as fair to 
poor.

The ne::t book from Simon & 
Schuster will be "’See-Tee Shock"' 
by Will Stewart. §2.50. -This 
•/ill be good for new readers, but 
net for old hands. Due soon.

(Concluded From Page 26)

A M A Z [NG STORI ES
jvne issue, on sale 7 April, 

wall Ifeature "Goddess Of The Vol
cano" by Craig Browning,'illustr

ated by Julian S. Krupa. Novel
ettes will be "World Without Meh"’ 
by Robert Moore Williams and "’If 
You Were Ke" by Rog Phillips, il
lustrated by Henry R. Sharp.

Shorts will be -’The Island 
Out Of Space"' by August Derleth, 
"My Brother!s Keeper'" by Alfred 
Coppel, "Read It And Weep" by Pett
er Worth, "’Tower Of Babble" by 
Robert Abernathy, "’The'Gloves Of 
Qi.no" by ?. F. Costello, "’Time Of 

My Life;; by Gerald Vance and "The 
Moon Pirates** by F. K. Deegan,

The shorts will be illustrat
ed by J, Tillotson, L. Eg Sum
mers, L. B. Swiatek and Krupa,

The usual features and sel
ection of short subjects will be 
included, 
fantastic adventures

"The Mental Assassins** by 
Greg Conrad will'be the featured 
story in the May, 1950, issue of 
"FANTASTIC ADVENTURES**, on .sale 
17 March,

There will be three novel
ettes: ' "'Vanguard'Of The Lost"' by 
John D. MacDonald, illustrated by 
Julian St Krupa; "The Remarkable 
Flirgleflip" by William Tenn, il
lustrated by Leo Ramon Summers; 
and "Birds'Of A Feather-’ by Les
ter Barclay, illustrated by Henry 
Sharpe,

Short stories will be "Elem- 
entals Of Jedar** by Geoff St. Rey
nard, illustrated hy Rod Ruth; 
"Fido" by Mack Reynolds, illus
trated by Krupa; "'Spawn Of Dark
ness-’ by Craig Browning, illus
trated by Edmund ’Swiatek; and 
-The Trumpet-' by J, J. Allerton, 
illustrated by Rod Ruth.

Articles and features will 
be: "'Teleported Invasion" by Car
ter T. Rainwright, -The Grav-Dan- 
cers"' by R. R. Stanton, • -The Mon
sters'- by Leslie Phelps, and -The 
Readers? Pa ge ■1,

Cover will be by R. J. Blum
enfeld, illustrating the featured 
story.
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^49 IN SCIENCE FICTION 
(continued from page 24) \ *

in a’way, but a preview of future his- 
tory* Grini, hard, and realistic* All 
the stories are worth your time*

Dooember • Blish’s ’’Let the 
Findoi Beware” is another’good story of 
extra-powers of the mind® Most of us 
like them® Jones* ’’The Shroud of Sec
recy” is not quite as good as his first 
story in this series, ’’The Alien Ma
chino”, However I am looking forward 
to the next one in the series* Mr* 

- 29 

Jones ’has loft too many problems un
solved* 77 o must have the ansivers* 
Bradbury’s ”A Blade of Grass” is well 
worth reading and thinking over* It is 
too humany true, and too unhumany un
true in its logic.

In TWS, the best short of the year 
id Jones* ’’The Alien Machine”, with 
Merwin’s ’’The Carriers” running a close 
second* The best novel is either Blish’s 
hLot the Finder Beware”, or van Vogt’ s 
"Weapon Shops of Isher”*’ Both arc good 
— for different reasons*

Thomas S* Gardner will review- the 1949 
issues of Startling Stories in the next 
issue of FantasyrTime^j-od

SCIENTICOMICS
by Lane Stannard

A science-fiction fan has send in to 
us a copy of the latest stf comic maga
zine, .Weird Science^ in which , he lias ■ 
some work* It is marked issue No* 12, 
May-June ’1950 and is published by Fabl
es Publishing Co*, 225. Lafayette St®, 
New York 12,. N.Y* 1O£ a copy. This is 
the finest stf comic now on the,stands, 
and in spite of the regular loud comic 
cover, etc., t.hc stories arc way above 
average* They arc of the... type one would 
find in the regular pulp stf magazine* 
Mr* Harry Harrison,-: who mailed-us the 
copy, did the second story in the book, 
’’Dream of Doom”, which,. has a most un
usual and new plot* Wo recommend it to 
you* It is a*must* Copies are new on 
your news stand* This company is also 
publishing a ’’weird” companion comic 
magazine, The Haunt/ pf_ ^oar* which 
seems to be interesting* We’ll r o- 
viow a copy,as soon as.it is obtainable 
Thank you, Mr* Harrison, for sending us 
a copy for review*

Another new fantasy comic magazine 
is A Feature. Presentation, which pre
sents full-length weird comics* Issue 
No* .5, April 1950, features ’’The Blank 
Tarantula”* Not bad for a comic, but 
very low grade for the average fan* At 
your news stand for 10^*



THE ACKERMAN FANTASY AGENCY

congratulat es

F/A N T A S Y - T I M E S 

on its

100th Issue

and takes this opportunity to acquaint its readers 
with a feu interesting behind-the-scenes facts:

CHARLES L. HARNESS has just joined the Ackerman clients...

A.E. VAN VOGT’S “Enchanted Village” has just keen sold to Other Worl.cls,

HENDERSON STARK debuts in #3 Magazine of Fantasy...

RAYMOND F. JONIS lias agreed to write 25,000 words a month for the 
Ackerman Agency...

ARTHUR JEAN COZ article earning up in Astounding Science Fiction...

WARD MOORE has entrusted world translation rights of. his book, ”Green
er Than Yo;a Think”, to the AFA,..

WEAVER '-/RIGHT’S “Hollywood on the Moon” will appear in Amazing...

DR W. OLAF STAPLEDON’S “Other Worlds” will be featured in a forth
coming issue of Fate.♦.

E. EVERETT EVAN’S "Operation Almost” will appear in the first issue 
of a nev magazine,,.

DAVID GRINNELL’S ’’Top Secret” will see print in a future Fantasy, end 
Science Fiction.••

JOHN BEYNON’S ’’The Living Lies” is scheduled for Other Worlds...

KRIS NEVILLE’S “Forbidden Fruit” will be in a Volume 1 Number 1...

JACK WILLIAMSON, UM. TEMPLE, MURRAY LEINSTER, DR. KELLER and many 
others have recently earned money thru

THE ACKERMAN FANTASY AGENCY: 236-1/2 N New Hampshire, Hollywood 4.


